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CGI enjoys trying new product, so we
introduce TRIAL DATABASES for 2013.

Get ready for ASEAN!

Ebrary helps customers acquire ebooks
strategically through a three step approach involving
transitioning, diversifying and streamlining™. ebrary currently
has more than 4,500 library customers around the world
serving more than 19.2 million end-users. More than 500 of
the world’s most authoritative publishers distribute ebooks
on the ebrary platform. (Until November 2013)

MEDLINE Complete provides medical
information on general health & medicine, pharmacology,
neurology, molecular biology, genetics and genomics,
histology, microbiology and many other subject domains.
MEDLINE Complete uses MeSH (Medical Subject Headings)
indexing with tree, tree hierarchy, subheadings and
explosion capabilities to search citations from over 5,400
current biomedical journals. MEDLINE Complete is the
world's most comprehensive source of full text for medical
journals, providing full text for over 1,850 journals indexed
in MEDLINE. With coverage dating back to 1857 and full-text
back to 1865, MEDLINE Complete is the definitive research
tool for medical literature (Until December 2013).
Other reference databases on trial in 2013 were
Reaxys, MarketLine, IEEE eLearning Library, EBSCO’s
extensive collection of eBook titles on EBSCOhost, Mary Ann
Liebert, Metapress®,Multi-Science Publishing, JoVE: Rapid
Knowledge Transfer, World Scientific e Books, SAGE
Knowledge eBooks and eReference. All databases,
supported by Commission of Higher Education.

It's the “Talk of the Town” now that 10
ASEAN countries are getting ready to
unionize and to join as a regional
community in 2015. CGI Learning Center is
happy to bring some useful information and
links to you from our website. The page
“Today’s Alerts” provides who's who in
terms of which countries have committed
to be “ASEAN”. And also provided, some
information about CGI role in higher
education development for ASEAN graduate
study and cooperation can be found. CGI
Learning Center continues to collect
resources and more activities happened in
ASEAN world to share with CGI community
on our website and Facebook.
ASEAN Corner @ CGI Learning Center
now brings interesting books on ASEAN
countries. The collection covers social and
cultural publications in English for readers
who need to find out about peoples of
Myanmar, Vietnam, Cambodia, Indonesia,
Laos, Brunei, Malaysia, Philippines,
Singapore and Thailand.

Reading e-books
Isn’t so easy, is it?
Scientific American is the journal I usually
follow whenever I need to know some science
stories, for example I am interested in basic food
technology and found this intro to an article, “The
Amazing Multimillion-Year History of Processed
Food” by Evelyn Kim, published in September
2013. The article said that “Civilizations have been
processing food since humans learned how to cook,
preserve, ferment, freeze, dry, or extract. The
author provides historical overviews of several
processed foods including bread, beer, and
cheese”. I then looked up for more from e-journal
Scientific American. Amazingly I got 17923 results
for “The Amazing Multimillion-Year History of
Processed Food” from my search into Scientific
American “Search Box”.
This means that a single article leads you to several
interesting forms of knowledge, from books and
journals and social media which you can expand or
narrow the topics as you like, right from the page.
Anyway, reading e-books and e-journals means you
need to learn how to download the content on to
your smart device for reading at your convenience.
CGI Learning Center staff will support CGI students
and faculty who need advice for easy access to eknowledge that we provide. Please feel free to find
us from our website and Facebook.

Q&A
Q1: “From what social media that
you can find hot news about CGI
Learning Center?”
Q2: “How many days allowed for
students to keep borrowed books?”
Q3: “What is the most searched
databases by CGI in 2012?”
A1: Facebook, Twitter, Wordpress.
A2: 7 days per 1 item, Max 3 items
A3: Number1 Britannica Online
39,361 searches,
Number2 ACS - American
Chemical Society
3,708 searches
Number3 Wilson Online
(12 subjects)
3,504 searches
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